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Local Heat Transfer Coefficient for Pool Boiling of R-134a and R-123 on 

Smooth and Enhanced Tubes 

 

Nomenclature 
A  Area L  Length    Density 

C  Constant  m  Mass flow rate pR  Glattungstiefe (roughness factor) 

p
C  Specific heat at constant pressure M  Molecular weight 
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R  Wall thermal resistance × 

i
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qc  Empirical constant  sn  Nucleation site density  T  Temperature  

D  Diameter rP  Refrigerant reduced pressure 
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w
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Water heat transfer coefficient P  Water pressure 

1
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Refrigerant heat transfer coefficient q  Heat flux U  Overall heat transfer coefficient  

c
k  Copper thermal conductivity  Q  Total heat transfer v  Specific volume  
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ABSTRACT 

The current paper presents experimental investigation of nucleate pool boiling of R-134a and R-123 on 

enhanced and smooth tubes. The enhanced tubes used were TBIIHP and TBIILP for R-134a and R-123, 

respectively. Pool boiling data were taken for smooth and enhanced tubes in a single tube test section. Data were 

taken at a saturation temperature of 4.44 °C. Each test tube had an outside diameter of 19.05 mm and a length of 1 

m. The test section was water heated with an insert in the water passage. The insert allowed measurement of local 

water temperatures down the length of the test tube. Utilizing this instrumentation, local heat transfer coefficients 

were determined at five locations along the test tube. The heat flux range was 4-135 kW/m² for the TBIIHP tube and 

5-60 kW/m² for the TBIILP tube. The resulting heat transfer coefficient range was 6,270-23,268 W/m².°C and 

6,748-23,338 W/m².°C for both tubes, respectively. For smooth tube testing, the heat flux ranges were 7.3-130.7 

kW/m² and 7.5-60.7 kW/m² for R-134a and R-123, respectively; with resulting heat transfer coefficient ranges of 
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1,798.9-11,379 kW/m².°C and 535.4-3,181.8 kW/m².°C. The study provided one of the widest heat flux ranges ever 

examined for these types of tubes and showed significant structure to the pool boiling curve that had not been 

traditionally observed. Additionally, this paper presented an investigation of enhanced tubes pool boiling models. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a shell-side pool boiling of R-134a and R-123 on both smooth and enhanced tubes. 

Understanding pool boiling is important for many applications and is an essential component in modeling flooded 

evaporators (especially for tubes at the lower part of the bundle). The experimental work was performed in a single-

tube test facility. The test section incorporated a single 1 m long test tube. Unlike most studies done on pool boiling 

of refrigerants, where the test tube is electrically heated, this research presented the pool boiling study with a water-

heated tube. A Water heated test section was an important consideration since this study is part of the ASHRAE-

funded project, RP-1316.  For the larger project, the performance of a large 20 tube water-heated bundle will be 

characterized with refrigerants and tubes used in the present study. 

The current study used three different tubes, two enhanced and one smooth. The enhanced tubes included 

both refrigerant side and water side enhancement. The two tubes (TBIIHP and TBIILP) had different refrigerant side 

surfaces specifically tailored for each refrigerant. For example, low-vapor-density refrigerants (like R-123) had 

larger bubble sizes than those for high-vapor-density refrigerants (like R-134a). The goal of this study was to 

determine the local refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient on smooth and enhanced tubes; the advantage of 

determining local heat transfer coefficients in pool boiling helps in understanding the effect of local heat flux on the 

shell side performance. While this study presents complete analysis for the local heat transfer coefficient along with 

perdition correlations, the average heat transfer analysis and detailed facility description was presented in Gorgy and 

Eckels (2010).  

An additional goal of this study was to apply the enthalpy based heat transfer analysis (EBHT) method 

introduced in Gorgy (2008) to measure local heat transfer coefficients.  First, a modified Wilson plot technique 

(Briggs and Young 1969 and Shah 1990) was applied to determine a correlation for the enhanced water-side heat 

transfer performance. Next, this correlation was used to determine the local refrigerant-side performance over a wide 

range of heat fluxes. In the following sections, the experimental facility and data analysis are presented first, 

followed by the experimental results. 

BACKGROUND 

Determining the local heat transfer coefficient depends on measurement of the water temperature gradient. 

This technique has been used in previous two phase flow studies, but it is also widely used in condensation studies 

other than boiling. In all liquid condensation studies, the liquid temperature increases along the heat exchanger as it 

picks up energy from the refrigerant. The temperature slope is detected by measuring the liquid temperature at 

various positions of the heat exchanger. The curve fit of the temperature profile can then be used to determine local 

heat fluxes. This method was first introduced in liquid condensation studies, particularly in in-tube experiments. The 

following studies were among the first users of this method: Goodykoontz and Dorsch (1967), Abis (1969), Azer 

and Kaushik (1987), Mochizuki et al. (1988), Unruh and Eckels (1995), and Gayet et al. (1992). The majority of the 

refrigerant pool boiling studies used an electric heater for heating the test tubes. An electric heater provides a 
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constant heat flux, thus creating a different boundary condition than that obtained when using water. In the case of 

water heating, a temperature drop across the test section can be observed; also, the heat flux varies down the length 

of the tube. Therefore, the current method requires determining the curve fit equation ( )T f x of the water 

temperature.    

Typically, electrically heated tubes use thermocouples for measuring tube-wall temperature. Thus, the 

refrigerant heat transfer coefficient can easily be calculated using Newton’s law of cooling, given the refrigerant 

temperature is known and the axial distribution of heat flux is assumed from the heater. Thermocouples are typically 

attached through drilled holes in the tube wall. An excellent example of this methodology can be found in Webb and 

Pais (1992), who used this technique in their study on short sections (167 mm long) for testing five refrigerants on 

plain and enhanced tubes. Other examples of studies using electrically heated tubes are Tatara and Payver (2000), 

and Kim and Choi (2000). The first study investigated pool boiling of pure R-134a from a single TBIIHP tube. The 

second study presented nucleate pool boiling of R-11, R-123, and R-134a on structured enhanced tubes having pores 

with connecting gaps. Pool boiling studies that utilized water-heated test sections are Robinson and Thome (2004) 

and Ribatski and Thome (2006). The two studies reported average heat transfer coefficients but no local 

measurements were reported. The work done by Robinson and Thome (2004) involved measurement of the water 

temperature drop, which was used for determining the local heat transfer coefficient of bundle boiling. 

Correlations available for shell side boiling on enhanced tubes are limited in comparison to those for 

smooth tubes.  In most cases, a simple power law correlation in the form  n
h C q , where the heat transfer 

coefficient is expressed as a function of the heat flux only, is used to fit experimental data. Webb and Pais (1992), 

and Robinson and Thome (2004) used a correlation of this type to fit their experimental data. The resulting constants 

for this equation are different for each tube-fluid combination. In addition to the previously mentioned studies, the 

following presented a state of the art review on current topic: Brown and Bansal (1999), Casciaro and Thome 

(2001), and Webb (2004). 

 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS  

The test facility had four main components: single-tube test section (shell and tube heat exchanger), 

condenser (brazed-plate heat exchanger), two electric water heaters, and two water pumps. The water was driven by 

two pumps through the test section and the water circuit. The refrigerant was driven by natural circulation. 

Specifically, the liquid refrigerant exited the condenser at a higher elevation than the test section’s entrance pipes, 

while the vapor exited from the top of the test section to the condenser. Figure 1below shows the different system 

components, more details are available in Gorgy and Eckels (2010). Water temperature was measured by affixing 

seven thin film RTDs (2 mm × 2 mm × 0.8 mm) to an insert tube, which was placed at the center of the test tube. 

Additionally, the insert tube was wrapped with a thick insulated copper wire (drawing located in Appendix A) 

known as swirls. 
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Figure 1 System Schematic 

                                      

Swirls function 

Prior to deciding to use the wire wrap in its current configuration (see Appendix A), data were collected 

using the insert tube without wrapping, with just the RTDs on the tube. Those preliminary data showed inconsistent 

results that often varied with heat flux and flow rate. In other words, one downstream RTD among the five RTDs 

may read higher than an RTD located up stream, which is physically impossible. To clear any doubts concerning 

functionality or calibration of the RTDs, the water flow was slowed down to the laminar regime and laminar flow 

heat transfer data were collected. In this case, the RTDs read a consistent temperature drop along the length of the 

tube. This result confirmed that both velocity and thermal boundary layers had a significant effect on the 

temperature measurement of the RTDs.  

A theoretical prediction of the temperature profile was used as a guide for the best flow mixing pattern. 

Using a number of experimental trials, it was found that creating a helical passage for the water flow proved to be an 

effective way to minimize the velocity and thermal boundary layers’ influence. Specifically, under ideal operating 

conditions, the predicted and measured temperatures often correlated within ±0.03 °C (within temperature 

uncertainty), indicating the channel was functioning as intended. 

It is necessary to point out that adding the helical wire wrap created only a flow pattern and did not impact 

the heat transfer process, i.e. it did not act as a heat addiction/withdrawal or as insulation. Only calculations of the 

hydraulic diameter and characteristic length were based on the water passage created by the helical channel. 

FINITE HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
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Figure 2 1-D finite control volume 

 

Assuming negligible axial conduction in tube wall (tube thickness << tube length), the local heat transfer 

coefficients can be found by applying the thermal resistances concept, as explained in Figure 2 above, which gives 
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The local pool boiling coefficient was then found from the local temperature difference, local heat flux, and 

water side heat transfer coefficient. The water heat transfer coefficient was determined using the modified Wilson 

plot method (more details about this method are available in Gorgy and Eckels 2010). To determine localq , energy 

balance on the test section (or on one side of the heat exchanger) must be applied. Heat was transferred by 

convection through the water, then conduction through the cylindrical wall, and finally by convection through the 

refrigerant. This situation can be modeled as a 1-D heat transfer problem, given the assumption that heat is carried 

only in the radial direction. 

The energy balance equation is shown in Equation 3, where the total heat added is expressed in terms of the 

change in enthalpy. Since the pressure drop across the tube side was significant (due to the presence of the swirls 

and enhancement), the conversion from this mechanical energy to thermal gain had to be taken into account. 

 ( ) ( )p in out in out
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A differential form of the above equation, 

 p

dQ dT dP
m C v

dx dx dx
    
 
  (4) 

dividing both sides by  oD  gives 
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dQ m dT dP
C v
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 (5) 

and assuming a linear pressure drop through the test tube yields 

 local P
o

m dT P
q C v

D dx L
       


 (6) 

In order to determine the temperature slope dT dx , first a second-order polynomial (Equation 7) was used 

to fit the temperature measurements (seven RTDs). 

 2
1 2 3T C C x C x      (7) 

 

Next, the temperature slope dT dx could be calculated by differentiating the above equation as 

 2 32
dT

C C x
dx

    (8) 

The temperature slope could then be calculated at each of the five positions (at each heated RTD location). 

The water-side heat transfer coefficient required in Equation 2 was determined using the modified Wilson plot 

technique. The local water side heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be equal to the average water-side heat 

transfer coefficient, given that the change in water properties between each local position was insignificant. 

Local Refrigerant Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty 

 
Table 1 Input uncertainties 

Tu  0.03 oC  ,123satTu  0.028 oC  pCu  046 10  okJ kg C    PWu  0.758 kPa  

,134sat aTu
 

0.02 oC  mu    0.05% × Reading u  03 37 10  kg m   dimu  1.587 mm  

 

Table 1 above shows the uncertainty of the input variables. The uncertainty of the water heat transfer 

coefficient was taken as the uncertainty in Gnielinski’s leading coefficient determined from Wilson plot, which was 

presented earlier in the average heat transfer coefficient paper (Gorgy and Eckels 2010). According to Equation (9) 

below, two more input uncertainties was needed for determining the final uncertainty of the local refrigerant heat 

transfer coefficient using the propagation of the uncertainty technique. These two inputs were the uncertainty in 

localT and the uncertainty in dT dx . Uncertainties were calculated for each data point and were represented by error 
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bars on the results graph given in next sections. The uncertainty in localT was ±0.03 °C as mentioned in Table 1, this 

uncertainty was the combined uncertainty (propagation of error) of the calibration bath uncertainty, curve fit 

uncertainty, and resistance measuring uncertainty (DAQ uncertainty). 

 

1

1local sat o
r wall

w w i
P

o

T T D
h R

m dT P h DC v
D dx L


 
     

        


 (9) 

 Uncertainty in the local temperature slope  

Uncertainty in the temperature derivative (temperature slope) was difficult to determine using the 

propagation of error method compared to the other inputs. Therefore, a Monte Carlo type simulation was conducted 

to determine the temperature slope uncertainty. The overall description of this method is as follows. Using inlet and 

outlet temperature measurements, the average heat transfer coefficient can be predicted; using the inlet temperature 

and the predicted heat transfer coefficient, the temperature drop curve ( )theorT x  is determined. The temperature 

measurement uncertainty is added to each ( )theorT x location according to a normal distribution of the uncertainty. A 

second order polynomial is then added to the “error imposed” points. The final uncertainty is then the percentage 

difference between the actual slope and the slope of the curve fit generated from the error imposed points.    

Recalling that the insert tube measured seven temperature locations, each test point returned a temperature 

matrix (one by seven), and a curve fit was generated from Equation 7. Substituting the inlet temperature and the 

overall heat transfer coefficient in Equation 10 below, five theoretical values of the five internal local positions were 

determined (even though those local temperatures were already measured). Consequently, each test point returned a 

theoretical one by seven matrix. 

 1( )
o o

w p

U D
x

m Cw w w w w w
theor sat

o o o o

m v P T U A m v P
T x e T

U A U A

  
            

      

 
 (10) 

A normal distribution of 12,000 random number matrixes (again each matrix was one by seven) between -

0.03 °C and +0.03 °C (representing the uncertainty in the temperature measurement) on the theoretical temperature 

matrix was added, one of the 12,000 matrixes at a time, to the theoretical temperature matrix. A 2nd order 

polynomial curve fit was used to fit all 12,000 temperature matrixes to produce 12,000 equations in the form 

 2
1 2 3modelT C C x C x      (11) 

   
The slope of the 2nd order polynomial above (the first derivative) was compared to the theoretical slope as shown in 

the following equations: 

  ( )o o w w w
sat

theor w p o o

U D m v PdT
T x T

dx m C U A

     
         




 (12) 
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 2 32
model

dT
C C x

dx
    (13) 

 model theor
dTdx

theor

dT dT
dx dx

u
dT
dx


  (14) 

 
Each set of temperatures generated five local temperature slopes at positions 1 through 5 along the tube.  

The 12,000 estimates of the temperature slope at position 1 were then sorted min. to max.; the 11400th point (95% 

confidence interval of the 12,000 points) was taken as the uncertainty in the temperature slope.  Finally, Equation 15 

below was applied to all variables used in calculating the local heat transfer coefficient. 

 

2 2 2 2

.......
r in out sat o

r r r r
h T T T A

in out sat o

h h h h
u u u u u

T T T A

                                                                   
(15) 

General results showed the uncertainty varied significantly with heat flux.  Uncertainties were as low as 1% 

at the highest heat fluxes and grew to 113 % at the lowest heat flux. Since enhanced tubes had much higher heat 

transfer performance compared to smooth tubes, their heat transfer coefficient uncertainties were lower than that of 

the smooth tubes. Investigation of the terms in Equation 15 showed the dominate uncertainty term was associated 

with temperature measurement. Experimental results shown in the later section will include error bars determined 

from Equation 15. 

RESULTS  

Local refrigerant side, pool boiling heat transfer coefficients were determined for R-134a and R-123 on 

both smooth and enhanced tubes. Table 2 shows the range of heat fluxes and Reynolds numbers used in the 

experiments. The goal was to obtain an accurate, well-documented curve of the pool boiling heat transfer 

coefficients versus heat flux. The EBHT method was used in analyzing both smooth and enhanced tubes data.  

Table 2. Test range 

 R-134a  Smooth Tube R-123  Smooth Tube R-134a  TBIIHP Tube R-123 TBIILP Tube 

Heat Flux Range 

(kW/m²) 
7.3-130.7 7.5-60.7 2.5-157.5 3.1-73.2 

Reynolds Number 

(× 1000) 
8-62 9-52 7 -38.5 5-31 

Test tube water temperature profile 

Figures 3a and 3b are two selected data points’ temperature profiles. Each plot shows the water temperature 

profile at a certain heat flux and Reynolds number. Each plot contains the measurement of the seven RTDs (the 

inlet, outlet, and five internal local RTDs) and the predicted theoretical profile according to the EBHT. The choice 

of five internal RTDs was the result of a Monte Carlo design simulation. This was conducted to determine the 
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minimum number of temperature measurement locations that must be used to give the least sum of squares between 

the assumed heat transfer coefficient and the determined heat transfer coefficient, according to the polynomial curve 

fit of the water temperature ( )T f x . The regression used that provided the best fit for the five temperature 

locations was a two degree polynomial. Error bars on the measured temperature points (diamond points) represent 

the uncertainty in temperature (±0.03 °C). It’s worth noting that, in some points, the error bars crossed the predicted 

theoretical line (which assumes a constant heat transfer coefficient).  

 

 

Figure 3a R-134a smooth tube temperature profile 
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Figure 3b R-123 smooth tube temperature profile 

R-134a and R-123 smooth tube results 

Figures 4a and 4b below show local heat transfer coefficient results of R-134a and R-123 on a smooth tube. 

The change of the heat transfer coefficient for each run is represented by five local heat transfer coefficients 

corresponding to the five internal RTDs. The middle point always had the least uncertainty among the five points, 

unlike the two points on either end, which had the highest uncertainty. Almost all local heat transfer coefficient 

points in Figure 4b showed an increasing trend with heat flux except for two runs. The first one showed a slight 

decrease with heat flux and the other showed no change of the heat transfer coefficient with heat flux.          

Local heat transfer coefficients were compared with available experimental data in the literature. Pais and 

Webb (1992), and Kim and Choi (2001) evaluated the pool boiling performance of R-134a on a smooth tube using 

local measurements. They calculated the heat transfer coefficient based on a localized tube wall temperature 

measurement. Test tubes were heated using a cartridge heater. The current data was also compared with Robinson 

and Thome (2004), where they had used water heated test tubes (similar to the current study). Data agreed with Kim 

and Choi’s data better than with Pais and Webb, and Robinson and Thome.            
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Figure 4a R-134a on smooth tube local heat transfer coefficient 

 
Figure 4b R-123 on smooth tube local heat transfer coefficient 

R-134a and R-123 enhanced tube results 

Figures 5a and 5b over present the pool boiling performance of R-134a and R-123 on TBIIHP and TBIILP, 

respectively. R-134a on TBIIHP data were compared with Robinson and Thome (2004), Ribatski and Thome 

(2006), Chen and Tuzla (1996), and Tatara and Payvar (2000). Data showed a good agreement with both Robinson 

and Thome (2004), and Ribatski and Thome (2006). Among the available pool boiling literature, the present data 

(Figure 5a) showed a well-defined pool boiling behavior of R-134a on the enhanced tube TBIIHP. At 40-50 kW/m² 
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heat flux, the trend showed a peak after which it started dropping then changed to a nearly constant performance. 

Chien and Webb (1996), parts I and II, explained this phenomenon in their study for the effect of pore diameter, 

pore pitch, and tunnel dimension. They concluded that at the dry-out heat flux (40-50 kW/m² in this case), the 

increasing volume of generated vapor in the tunnels caused high thermal resistance and limited the amount of liquid 

supply, hence decreasing the performance. Figure 5b presents the pool boiling curve of R-123 on the enhanced tube 

TBIILP. As of now, no experimental data is available in the literature to be compared with the present study. Also, it 

showed the performance of both TBIIHP and TBIILP was very similar. The specific volume of R-123 was about six 

times that of R-134a at 4.44 °C saturation temperature. Since the same test section was used for both refrigerants at 

high heat fluxes, the vapor space became restricted for accommodating the increased volume of vapor.  The heat 

flux range for testing R-123 on TBIILP was less than half of the testing range for that of R-134a on TBIIHP.  

 

Figure 5a R-134a on TBIIHP tube local heat transfer coefficient 
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Figure 5b R-123 on TBIILP tube local heat transfer coefficient 

 
MODELING 

Developing an effective and general predictive model for the heat transfer coefficient of an enhanced tube 

has proven to be a difficult task. One problem encountered was the large number of experimental parameters 

required to completely specify the problem. For example, the surface geometry, heat flux, saturation temperature, 

bubble departure diameter, bubble frequency, and fluid properties all had to be known. Bubble departure and bubble 

frequency were the hardest to determine. Many literature review paper discussed modeling of pool boiling on 

enhanced tubes. Examples of key review papers are Pais and Webb (1991), Browne and Bansal (1999), Webb 

(2004), and Webb and Kim (2005). To the best of our knowledge, the first to introduce an analytical model for an 

enhanced tube were Nakayama et al. (1980). They developed a semi-analytical model of a porous surface with 

tunnels. They described three modes of boiling: dried up, suction evaporation, and flooded. Each mode depended on 

the heat flux range from high to low, respectively. Therefore, Nakayama’s model was known as the “suction-

evaporation” model. The model assumed that total heat flux is the summation of the tunnel heat flux and the external 

heat flux due to the bubble movement, as explained in Equations (16) and (17) below. But that model lacked 

independency on experimental data which was needed for determining seven empirical constants associated with the 

model. Therefore, it was a semi-analytical model. 

 tun extq q q     (16) 
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Continuing with using a semi-analytical model, Chien and Webb (1998) worked an enhanced version of 

Nahayama’s model. They used only two empirical constants compared to the seven constants of Nakayama’s model. 

The other two models that used the same principal (suction-evaporation) were Ramaswamy et al. (2003) and Jiang et 

al. (2001). Murthy et al. (2006), with W. Nakayama among the authors, developed a semi-analytical model which 

mainly emphasized the study of the bubbles dynamic. Since all the above mentioned models used empirical 

constants based on experimental data, and given the different types of enhanced surfaces, it was easier to develop a 

model for the tubes that was completely based on experimental study. In general, researchers modeled the heat 

transfer coefficient for enhanced tubes after the model Cooper (1984), Equation (18) below, developed for a smooth 

tube. 

 
 

   100.12 0.2log 0.55 0.5
100.67 55 logpRr

r r

h
P P M

q

   


 (18) 

 Since the effect of heat flux on the heat transfer coefficient on enhanced tubes differs from one tube to 

another and also from one refrigerant to another, the heat flux exponent constant of 0.67 was replaced by a 

parameter n . Eventually, the other parameters of Cooper’s correlation were reduced to a constant for a refrigerant 

tested at a certain saturation temperature. Therefore, for an enhanced tube, Cooper’s equation can be reduced to the 

form  n
h C q , where the heat flux exponent and the leading constant are determined experimentally. The power 

law model mentioned above is widely used. It was used to predict the performance of TB tubes. The tube 

manufacturer listed the numerical values for the heat flux exponent and the leading constant for different 

refrigerants. Fortunately, the experimental investigation of nucleate boiling of enhanced tubes showed that the heat 

transfer coefficient is dominated mainly by heat flux. This affirms the validity of using the power law model, since 

its only dependent variable is heat flux.   

In the current study, the heat transfer coefficient versus heat flux curves for both enhanced tubes (TBIIHP 

and TBIILP) had varying trends. Both curves showed an increasing trend up to the 50 kW/m² heat flux point, then 

the trend changed to decreasing and finally to nearly flat. Therefore, the previously mentioned power law was not 

quite applicable to model the whole data range. But the power law could be applied over two regions of the curve, 

minimum heat flux ≥ q≥ 50 kW/m²(REGI), and 50 kW/m² > q≥ maximum heat flux (REGII). For the TBIIHP 

tube Equations (19) and (20) were applied for the low and high heat flux ranges, respectively. For the TBIILP tube 

Equations (21) and (22) were applied for the low and high heat flux ranges, respectively. The average of the 

difference between the predicted and actual values was close to zero in all four equations, with 10.3 for the highest 

95% confidence interval in all cases. Notice that for the high heat flux range, the heat flux exponent was close to 

zero, which agrees with the nearly flat trend of both curves beyond 50 kW/m² heat flux.    

  0.549

, 2970.28TBIIHP REGIh q  (19) 

  0.035

, 16354TBIIHP REGIIh q  (20) 

  0.455

, 3829.84TBIILP REGIh q  (21) 
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   0.162

, 44353.23TBIILP REGIIh q
  (22) 

Robinson and Thome (2004) presented a model for the TBIIHP tube with R-134a; this model was 

compared to the current study. Their model (presented in Equation (23) where heat flux is in W/m²) is also a power 

law model based on experimental data which presented good prediction to the current experimental data as shown in 

Figure 6. 

   0.042

,2004 30944TBIIHPh q
  (23) 

 
Figure 6 Model comparison 

 
 CONCLUSIONS 

The current study focused on the pool boiling performance of both R-123 and R-134a on smooth and 

enhanced tubes. The local refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients were determined at five locations over the 1 

meter long test section and were found over a wide range of heat fluxes at a saturation temperature of 4.44 °C. The 

authors examined the effect of thermal and velocity boundary layers on the local RTDs measurement; they found 

that certain enhancement must be done to eliminate the boundary layer effect, thus the correct mixed cup 

temperature measurement. Solid, insulated wire wrapping on the insert tube was the best for serving this purpose. 

The actual internal water temperature (local temperatures) had a very good agreement, within the uncertainty limits, 

with the predicted theoretical temperature determined using the EBHT method for both high and low temperature 

differences. Since uncertainty in the temperature slope dT dx cannot be determined using propagation of error, the 

authors introduced, to the best of their knowledge, a new method for calculating this uncertainty using a Monte 

Carlo simulation. 

Experimental results showed the enhanced tubes significantly enhanced the refrigerant side heat transfer 

coefficients. The present study also provided one of the widest heat flux ranges studied with this type of tubes and 

showed significant structure to the pool boiling curve that has not been traditionally observed. Specifically, this 
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showed an initial region with a strong heat flux effect, followed by a region with very little dependence on heat flux. 

The current data was modeled using a power law model applied over two regions of the boiling curve. 
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